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The wind farm design process is a 
winding road full of challenging tasks 
and iterations

The wind farm location is determined 
by multidisciplinary constraints and 
opportunities which, when optimally 
combined, result in the optimal park 
layout

SOPCaWind SOPCaWind is a is a web service web service to to 
assist in the whole wind farm design assist in the whole wind farm design 
process, composed of the following process, composed of the following 
modules:modules:

�� SOPCaWind data pool SOPCaWind data pool 
and external data access and external data access 
interface (API)interface (API), which combines , which combines 
various datasets to provide a various datasets to provide a 
view on development view on development 
opportunities within large areasopportunities within large areas

�� SOPCaWind web tool:SOPCaWind web tool:

�� for initial screening of for initial screening of 
large areas for large areas for 
development opportunitiesdevelopment opportunities

�� for a complete layout for a complete layout 
definition, by optimising definition, by optimising 
cost and yieldcost and yield



Why buy SOPCaWind?Why buy SOPCaWind?

•• SOPCaWind is an allSOPCaWind is an all--inin--one tool combining different steps of the development stage, redone tool combining different steps of the development stage, reducing time and costsucing time and costs

•• SOPCaWind enables to quickly screen large areas for development SOPCaWind enables to quickly screen large areas for development opportunities opportunities 

•• SOPCaWind analyses the impact on radars and telecommunication sySOPCaWind analyses the impact on radars and telecommunication systemsstems

•• SOPCaWind optimises wind farm layout by cost and yieldSOPCaWind optimises wind farm layout by cost and yield

• SOPCaWind tool will assist you starting 

from the  screening of the area of interest ... 

Impact studies 
on radars, radio navigation aids and 

other telecommunication systems

Generation of constraint maps 
due  to environmental protection, populated areas, 
transport networks, defence, heritage,,  ...

Use of wind data:
time series and 
statistics (wind flow model)

... to the definition 

of the final layout

Noise and flickering 
estimation for the selected 
layout

Use of geo-referenced datasets
of the multidisciplinary data involved 

in the wind farm design 

Selection of the final location 
for wind farm deployment, in 
a constraint-free area

Candidate area

Assessment of the park layout 
by optimising 

by cost and yield

Evaluation of potential areas, 
based on wind data, altimetry 

and existing wind farms
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